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Scott Burton made Two-Part Chair in 1986, the-year of his first museum ret

rospective. This was also the year that the effects of HIV had worn on him to 

the point where he decided to pursue experimental surgical treatment to 

halt its course. The cruel combination of this momenl of arrival with the 

need for this drastic step initiated in Burton a fervent attempt to complete 

his large-scale public art projects and, with Two-Part Chair, to begin to 

reveal the queer experiences that had stealthily underwritten his public 

sculptures for museums and parks. 1 A wate1:shed for Burton, Two-Part Chair 
was a last-minute but urgent addition to the retrospective, unfinished at the 

time the catalog went to press. It was a work of self-reflection and revelation. 

Two-Part Chair is mac.le to be sat upon. It performs as a functional 

chair while also appearing, at first, to be an abstract, geometric sculpture. 

That abstraction, however, comes into focus as subtly figurative when we 

circle to its profile. From there, the formal dynamics intimate a penetrative 

sexual act in which two schematically rendered figures face in the same 

direction with one bent over in front of the other. Beyond that allusion 

to anal sex, what I find especially poetic about the relationship between 

this sculrture's abstracted bodies is the way that the two equally massed 

components are mutually supportive. Alone, neither of these elements 

would be structurally sound as a .chair, but together they are sturdy and 

load bearing. In Burton 's earlier chairs made from two parts, at least one 

of the two components could stand on its own. The partners within Two

Part Chair, however, both rely on each other, locked in a reciprocal grip . 

If separated, the two parts would foll to the ground, be unrecognizable as 

figures, and become useless as furniture. Together these two near-identical 

elements keep each other vital in their endless moment of accord. It is only 

that intcrc.lepenc.lencc that allows this work to be strong enough to offer 

itself to us. Should we agree and back onto the chair, we can, too, feel the 

sculpture's enduring performance of support. 

-David J. Getsy 
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